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I. The Four American Republics

Every nation has national myths: ideas which are clothed as gnomic statements, axiomic
in their pithiness. The Germans have myth of the "Fatherland", the French of the "National
Will". In America, the continuity of our nation is symbolized by the assertion that, since
1789, we have been governed by the same constitution.

It is true that the same piece of paper is involved - but if the "election" of 1789 were held
today, it would scarcely be recognizable to Americans as a "Democratic election".
Legislatures chose electors, who were then manipulated behind the scenes to prevent a tie
between the candidates for president and vice president. Today we live under political
parties, and the contest between parties is the balancing mechanism of government. Yet
there is no mention of them in the constitution anywhere, even the founding political
theory which the constitution rests on abhors them.

Many of the fundamental mechanisms which balance power are not constitutional. For
example, the sacred "cloture" rule, which effectively creates requirement for a 3/5
majority to pass contentious issues through the Senate - is nowhere enshrined in statute
or constitution. The process of blue slips, the legislative offices, the workings of
committees - all the product of agreement. It is also the product of agreement that
presidential electors are no longer chosen by state legislatures. True, no state has done so
in over a century and a quarter, and this makes our current system of general slate
election "ancient usage and custom" rather than having the force of law.

While most school children are taught that the difference between the United States of
America's constitution and the British constitution is that theirs is unwritten, while ours
is written - it simply is not true. Our constitution is both written and unwritten. For
example, the “cloture” rule in the Senate is not enshrined in the Constitution in any
written form, it is not even a law. A rule is constitutional when it fundamentally alters the
dynamics of power, and very often these rules are set in laws or customs which are no
harder to overturn, in theory, than any other law. Consider that the victory of George W.
Bush rests on many things, but he would not have won if the number of members of the
House of Representatives were different: the number 435 is set by statute, and 1 more
“representative” vote is added by constitutional amendment. If there had been 600
members, then Albert Gore would have won the Presidency.

What is different is that our constitution's legitimacy rests in a written original, and all
arguments appeal back to that written original. However, how we look at that original has
changed drastically, in fact it has twice changed so radically that one must admit that
what was before, and what was after, were two entirely different governments.

The French number their governments based on the changes to the written constitution,
because they see that constitution as an expression of a deeper unity which is France.
They have had the First Republic, the First Empire, the Restoration, the Second Republic,
the Second Empire, and then the Third, Fourth and Fifth Republics. In America, we are
the reverse, each constitutional order claims to be the expression of the written
document. But that document was not followed even from the beginning. The Constitution
does not expressly allow, and quite possibly was intended by many to forbid, the creation
of a national bank. Yet the Federalists, on taking power, created one almost immediately.
The Constitution declared that the President shall conduct foreign policy with "the advice
and consent" of the senate. Washington dispensed with that too. The First amendment
forbade laws restraining the press, and yet, John Adams enacted "The Alien and Sedition
Act" which was a gross political attempt to do just that.

Clearly, we live under an unwritten constitution, and just as clearly, that unwritten
constitution has been transfigured. In fact, it has been transfigured in two great leaps: a
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theory which was made explicit by Professor Bruce Ackerman in the late 1980’s, but
which had been accepted as a commonplace well before this time, and is now almost
conventional wisdom. Professor Ackerman’s contribution was his perception that a
change in constitutional order represents a change in the relationship between
individuals and the written text of the constitution.

The first great division is admitted by almost everyone - the Civil War left behind a nation
where a mass of territory was under military occupation, where a series of amendments
were passed which transfigured the constitution. Lincoln enunciated, and the
amendments established a new Republic - the Union.

Looking at its actions, and its excuses, leaves a different taste in the mouth than reading
Lincoln's stirring words. A Republic baptized in blood to "end slavery" then proceeds to
allow in fact, what it forbade in law. A republic that recommits itself to the concept that
"all men are created equal" proceeds to treat some men as much less equal, and creates a
body of law around a fictional kind of "person" - the corporation, which is unanswerable to
regulation of government, which is not criminally liable, and which has a due process
right to make any profit the market will bear.

The second great division was created by Franklin Delano Roosevelt in response to the
challenge of the Great Depression. He referred back to the civil war, and called on the
nation to be a great army, and, in effect, stated that the government could mobilize that
army for national causes. The supreme court struck down key law after key law of "the
New Deal", indicating with surety just how much Roosevelt's vision was at odds with the
constitutional order which had reigned since the close of the Civil War.

We have then a clear case for thinking of the three periods - 1787-1860, 1861-1932, 1933
afterward - as three republics, each one with its own conception of how the constitution
should be embodied. Each one deserves to be seen as what it was, a Republic which was
born, lived, and died - only to be reborn as a new republic.

But why such a periodicity? Important political operatives, including Karl Rove, and
many ordinary observers think of a “rule of 72”, a pattern of important elections every 36
years. This “theory” of an exact numerical cycle mirrors the idea of Kondratieff Waves in
economics. It is also a testable hypothesis: before the establishment of the constitution,
there was the American Revolution which can be dated alternately from 1776 with the
signing of the Declaration of Independence, or 1774 when the revolt began in the back
woods of Vermont and Massachusetts. Adding 36 to either of these dates gets 1810 and
1812. Which, while important for the war of the same name, are not regarded as
constitutional watersheds. Extending the question backward – what were the
constitutional orders of the colonial period? If there is a 72 year wave, there is no reason
to believe that it magically started with the constitution of 1787. 1715 is, likewise, not an
important year constitutionally. Instead of an even sin wave, that product of the linear
and statistical modern age, it is clear that there is another kind of wave, one similar to the
patterns of inflation observed of Professor JH Fischer of Brandies in his seminal The
Great Wave: namely a series of fractal wavelets. The correspondence of constitutional
moments with dramatic punctuations of inflation and deflation that he documents would
serve to argue that, instead of there being a simple cycle, there is something more
complex, but in the end more flexible, at work.

Instead, the thesis of this work is that each constitutional order rests on three points:
motivation, money and meaning.

Motivation is the vision of the kind of government which will be formed, the “playing
field”. Constitutions are not agreements, but agreements to disagree. They represent, not
the universal values, but the means of containing forces which tore the previous political
order apart. It cannot be emphasized enough that new constitutional orders arise,
because the old arrangements became untenable, and disintegrated: often violently, and
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always dramatically. The first order of constitutional business is then, to avoid dying of
the disease which killed its predecessor.

Money is not the particulars of how money is distributed, that being the realm of the
politics that happens within a constitution, but the very nature of money itself. Money is
the constitution that people carry with them. As long as the monetary system works,
people will be loathe to replace it. When it fails to work, they will be easily motivated to
alter anything to get the wheels of commerce turning again. The thesis of this work is that
each constitutional order is intertwined with its monetary system.

And it is meaning that binds motivation to money, and provides a lens for interpreting the
formal and written constitution, as well as establishing the unwritten constitution: that
halo of rules which are sacrosanct, because it is recognized that without them, the
interpretation of the written order will fail. Meaning is the compressed aesthetic sense of
how things ought to work, and one which not only encapsulates a vision of America, but
also the ability to sense when actions which have been taken are within the boundaries of
the constitutional order. Meaning is the means by which we understand what should be a
rule.

Each Republic, then, has three important pillars - a monetary basis, a system of power
arrangements to negotiate the working of that monetary basis in social and economic
power, and a lens which ties the government to the fiscal discipline needed for
maintaining the relationship between the two. When the monetary basis becomes
unworkable, there is a economic crisis which, while perhaps no larger than others, is
intractable to the old order, as political arrangements are unable to cope with the tension
between what must be done and what can be done. The crisis is only resolved after there is
over-reaching attempt which destroys the previous currency basis. Only when some
means to take on the debt left behind by the older order, and the cost of repairing it, is
assigned, does the process truly end, an a new Republic is born, and grows to maturity.

For America, the basis of money, is the explosive engine of economic growth, which the
constitutional order must regulate, as a carburetor governs the explosive force of
gasoline. A republic is born debt, grows by imposing discipline, and dies in denial, when
there is no longer the ability to price its speculative and rental money systems in terms of
its monetary basis.

Each Republic must, in turn, create a sink for rent - a property basis which is given special
privilege. It must also, inevitably, create a currency to measure speculative growth, which
is outside of the monetary discipline. The triangle of forces then, in each republic, is the
interest of the liquid money system, in a dance with the rental property system, and the
speculative investment system.

This should not be seen as saying that contending social issues are not unimportant, nor
mere stand ins for monetary issues - indeed, quite the reverse, monetary systems are
often means of systematizing preferred social arrangements. Political conflict over the
money system is often a conflict over competing ways of life, each seeking to perpetuate
and expand its political and economic sphere. Motivation comes first, and finds money
and meaning which flows from it. The State, is a work of Art, as Jakob Burkhardt
explained over a century ago.

This is why certain economic crisis points have such impact, while others are taken in
stride – because it is a combination of restriction of action, with constriction of the
political will that creates the conditions which are favorable for constitutional change,
which require a new relationship between money, meaning and

The alternative view of this cycle is to trace a course from revolutionary moment to
revolutionary moment: to follow the birth of American Nations. This has been done,
loosely in (). However there are reasons why this means does not produce the same clear
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order: nations are bastard children, they are born based on the facts on the ground, and
find political expression out of necessity. The American Revolution, the Jacksonian
Revolt, the Progressive Era, and the upheavals of the 1960’s occurred, at the point when a
body of people who participated in the social and economic life, needed to participate in
the political life, and in short order. They did not, and could not, negotiate for entry, but
had to take power and allow themselves in. The other problem with tracing American
nations as the source of the cycle is that there is another component: decentralization of
money. Republics, to pay their debts, must impose discipline. When it is clear this
discipline is no longer necessary, there is a brief moment of seemingly limitless
government possibility: the money which had been flowing in to pay the debt, is marked
for grander projects. However, the very existence of such a moment of freedom creates
and immediate counter force: to simply end the era of discipline, and allow the money to
flow into the society at large. This too is democratization, or at least decentralization, and
while it can be linked to the “new people”, it need not be synchronized with demands for
the vote. Liberation of people, and the liberation of profit, while tied together, are not, by
necessity, linked politically or aesthetically.

American nations then are the product of the extreme dissonance between the force of
money and the force of meaning. It is when these two elements are least related that
revolutionary moments peak: because, after all, if the “people” had money, they would not
need to rebel, they could simply buy themselves a place at the table. Liberal theorists
follow the populist revolutions, and ignore the importance of money, populists see the
revolutions as mere tools for money, and cynically see the people as a herd which is
wrangled by the forces of profit. Beard’s work is still with us, in spirit, even if not in the
letter. Both of these views are not the case: instead it is the dance of  people and profit
from which revolutions are born.

Thus it is the constitutional cycle which determines the pace and clock of the rise and fall
of political order, because it is the convergence of the forces of manpower and money. But
to prevail, it must appeal to the democratist moment, for it is in those moments that the
nationality is created. The rise of new peoples create new nations, and the constitutional
order that expresses them lags because it takes a generation for the explosive forces of
revolution, to find cantilevered implosive forces to balance them.
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II. The Constitution as Contract: The Federalist Republic (1787-1860)

Resolved: That these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent
States, and as such they have, and of right ought to have, full power to make war,
conclude peace, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which other
States may rightfully do.

- Richard Henry Lee, proposing independency to the Continental Congress. (1776)

Note the plurals, "States", "they have", "other States". While Great Britain is "the State",
singular. Note the powers enumerated: to make war, conclude peace, establish commerce;
the powers which are at the heart of being a sovereign state. It is this view, that each
colony was now a separate Sovereign State, united in confederation, which dominated the
negotiations, and which dominated the later arguments over the Federal Constitution: is
the nation a contract between States, or between The People? The answer would be both,
but only in the sense that the contending sides agreed to disagree.

If one reads the debates that Madison recorded around the creation of the constitution,
Jefferson's ideas on the Declaration, and the arguments put forward, one inescapable
metaphor is in all of them: Government is a contract. The Declaration of Independence
states as much: "governments are instituted between men". Madison pondered long on the
question of what would maintain the constitution. In his notes, he enumerates two
ultimate principles of constitutional interpretation: the sense of the parties when the
contract was ratified, and the usage of the contract since then.

"Government as a contract" was at the end point of a long line of philosophers who rooted
government's existence in the notion of protecting property. The ur-state of man was held
to be a holder of property too tenuous to defend alone. Thus government is created as a
contract to defend that property. Leaving aside the truth or falsity of the notion, it is
present in Plato's Politadae, called "The Republic" by Latin and English speakers. It is at
the root of Locke and Rousseau, two philosophers who were decisive in their influence on
Jefferson, Hamilton and Madison.

The Federal Government as a contract between the states was the dominant idea at its
founding - a contract between sovereign owners of property, who would hold most of the
power, and in whose hands many of the members of the convention, particularly Wilson
and Morris, were the rightful reigns of power.

This idea explains the nature of politics under the Federalist Republic. There were not so
much parties, but factions surrounding individuals, each one representing a vision of how
the basic contract should be interpreted. With the rise and fall of individuals, came the
rise and fall of the factions that surrounded them. We look at the maps of the elections to
the president, and the results seem bizarre - states splitting electors between three men,
four men receiving electoral votes almost as often as not - deals which threw the election
to the house in 1800 and 1824. The answer is that instead of parties, there were factions
loyal to individual men. Even when the modern two party norm starts to assert itself,
regionalism causes the decisive election of 1860 to allow a man with a bare 40% of the
vote to sweep to power.

The essential importance of the contract was centered on the first actions of the new
Federalist Republic - assumption of the Revolutionary War Debt. This assumption, and the
creation of a nascent central banking mechanism was not merely expansionist politics,
but a crucial aspect of constitutional change: the reinvention of money. The Revolution
had been driven, to no small extent, by the "money drought" which the mother country
imposed on the colonies. Forbidden to mint coins, they had to use either English coins, or
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acquire coins through trade. The most logical coin was the Peso, though not generally
called by that name at the time except in legal documents. This drove a need for trade
with the colonies of Spain, and hence, slavery. The Revolutionary war opened coinage and
printing of dollars, and began an explosive period of inflation, which was driven by
inflationary pressures from Europe. In the 1780's, the inflationary spiral accelerates, and
the loose confederation is unable to generate revenue, nor prevent states from attempting
to "bugger thy neighbor" with tariffs between the States.

By assumption of the debt, and creation of the Bank of the United States and establishing
a dollar linked to silver, then the mercantile currency of choice, the Federalist Republic
economic policies were set for the next generation. Austerity first - including internal
taxes of the sort that would not be seen again until the civil war, and then Expansionist
policies become necessary, because only the monetization of resources could ease the size
of the debt - higher in GDP terms than any debt that would later be acquired.

In the 1790's internal taxes are levied on slaves, and other forms of storable wealth:
including alcohol, the means by which farmers stored the value of surplus production. The
result was, predictably, "The Whiskey Rebellion". While this was put down, as soon as was
practicable, internal taxes were ended, and the United States adopted a mercantilist tariff
policy, and a policy of theft of crucial technologies to build industry. It adopted a series of
legal norms which built upon the nascent capitalist ideas in the Declaration and
Constitution. Title - to land or corporation - was explicitly based upon the ability to
generate economic return. The first by the laws of "adverse possession", which allowed
those who were using a particular resource to claim it as theirs if the owner could not
enforce his ownership, the second by the Dartmouth of 1817 which formed the basis for
corporate charter under the new government.

Thus debt was assumed, a monetary system capable of bearing the debt was created, and
a series of growth arrangements were created with the objective of generating taxable
revenue - exports and internal wealth that would create demand for imports - and
expansion of the sphere under the economic zone of the new Nation.

Without a strong contractual basis, these  arrangements would fail.

What brought down the Federalist Republic was born of the nature of its creation - it was a
contract, and when that contract became untenable - when the competing sides demanded
mutually exclusive conditions for participating, and when one side aggressively grabbed
far more than the other could bear - the result was a situation familiar to any who have
spent time in corporate America, or divorce court - all discussion ceased, and the only
question became one of imposition or exit strategy. To the South, slaves were the ultimate
unit of currency - in the absence of a true national one - "black gold". To threaten slavery
was to threaten the basic unit of specie. They wanted more than passive acceptance from
the North, they demanded capitulation to their economic creed.

The original sin of the Federalist Republic - slavery - had eaten away at its core.

The midpoint of the Federalist Republic came when the centralizing power of these
arrangements had done their initial work: the debt by 1824 had been lowered to,
historically speaking, manageable terms. It left an activist John Quincy Adams allying
with a visionary Henry Clay to create a powerful internal market engine of growth using
waterways as the means to transport goods, in a manner similar to the wildly profitable
Eire Canal. This would fund a series of expansive projects, which the lower debt to income
ration made possible, and the opening of the West to Eastern commerce.

The Jacksonian revolt was, then, as much economic as political. Jackson’s primary
economic plan - allowing the Bank of the United States to lapse - is a direct
democratization of liquidity. The long period of centralized control over monetary policy
had paid off the debt and funded a tremendous expansion, but it had also left two groups
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starved for liquidity: Southern planters, and Western farmers. They both had assets:
slaves and land, but no means to put those assets into play without going through
centralized access to money.

The Jacksonian Revolution, for such it was, merged a rhetoric of getting government off of
people's backs, with a  practical idea of how to democratize money as well as government.
And it had a means of implementing this which was wholly new, and crucial to the entire
enterprise: it would change who ran government itself. Since the 1760's, the "aristocratic"
and educated classes had primarily run the affairs of the Colonies and then the states. In
1824, Congress, the gathering of these "best" of the colonies still nominated Presidential
Candidates, and held offices more or less beyond the reach of change of administration.
The eventual result - a one party state made of factions - is similar to the Japanese politics
of the post World War II era. In 1824, the third branch of government was still dominated
by Chief Justice John Marshall, who had been appointed as  a Federalist - a party that no
longer existed.

Jackson's revolution was not only to change what government meant, and what money
meant, but to change the State itself, in the terms Burkhardt described it: the State is a
work of art, consisting of who runs the day to day operations, and how they are
maintained in loyalty and vigor to that state. The "spoils" system would create a parallel
governmental structure: the political party, which would, gradually, become the means by
which the increased voting rights which expansion had driven would be filtered into
policy. People no longer selected men for office, but men for nomination, and in a social
contract, supported the eventual choice.

Jackson's opening of Free Banking touched off a wave of panics that would continue for
decades, with long convalescent periods interspersed with rapid growth. It would
generate tremendous economic hardship, at the same time, expansion to new land would
leave anyone who had lost the economic game in one locality a chance to leave and do so
again. The waves of economic hardship helped generate physical capital - crashes in
wages and materials prices allow for large projects to be built with cheap labor and cheap
materials once credit expands again. Within 25 years, American economics left behind the
difficult and water driven vision of East-West commerce favored by Adams to create an
"American System", and had become dependent on railroads and the telegraph.

This revolution, hobbled with the constitutional arrangements come to by the end of the
Federalist era, used this new unwritten mechanism to change the means by which power
was transmitted and maintained. Party organizations developed representatives down to
the very lowest levels of government, and funded these with corruption from government.
In essence, the cost of government was outsourced, with the cost of the use of government
for graft, corruption and fraud. The ability to manipulate this system would, for the next
75 years, remain the heart of the ability to build a national governing coalition. The
"nominating convention" became a means by which the various fiefdoms could join
together and harmonize their objectives.

Thus the parties chose candidates, instead of congressional caucuses, the parties
determined who could participate in them, rather than there being explicitly voting
requirements, the parties conducted campaigns. The indirection allowed far more
flexibility in the means by which participation was filtered - for both better and for worse.
The flexibility allowed southern states to disenfranchise black populations, at the same
time the formation of party mechanisms allowed those in urban areas who were not even
citizens yet to have a voice. In effect, much of the country became divided into a host of
one party regions - with one or another party effectively being the government.

This shift underlines the shift from a regionalist society, based on local aristocracies
which had a kind of sovereignty, to a new kind of society. Instead, localities were still
distinct, but they were joined together into a whole. This is mirrored by the change in the
way military units were raised as well, the Federalist Republic thought it could rely
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mainly on militia. The reality slowly asserted itself that greater professionalism was
needed, and thus the regimental system came to the fore. Instead of a personal
responsibility, being armed was a civic responsibility. The growth of other civic
institutions occurs in parallel with this - including political and artistic institutions, such
as symphony orchestras and museums. Patronage, called "the spoils system" in politics,
grew rapidly as well. The patron might be a patron of the arts, of a military unit, or of a
political machine - the structure of a single important individual supplying the money and
focus of organization within a permanent corporate body was the crucial change. The
Federalist Republic's original parties were ad hoc creations of a core and their followers.
The new parties which arose were to have a standing army quality about them. National
Conventions were adopted by Jackson's Democratic Party, and remained the standard
means of nominating presidential candidates until the 1970's.

Unhinged from a burden of debt, driven by a need to expand, and the Federalist Republic
had found a new, energetic class of government entrepreneurs who could facilitate the
development of urban areas, while taking a share of the gains for themselves. The political
machine was born, and with it, the return of a politics of instability, because the  machine
could mobilize larger groups of men than any intellectual exercise. The first two party
system had been torn apart by the power of the press, and had backed away from the
politics of nationalism combined with faction. The second two party system embraced it,
with the consequence of a growing turbulence and invective in rhetoric, and intransigence
in political position. It was the age of great compromisers, because there was so much
more to bridge.

These conditions created a consciousness of the fragility of the "Union", a word which had
not had common political usage since Jefferson, and increasingly, each crisis became a
challenge to the integrity of that Union. A contractual "Union" is impossible, since any
party who is dissatisfied over any negotiation could threaten to leave. The administration
of Zachary Taylor was riven by arguments over whether the Compromise of 1850 would
threaten "The Union".

The monetary nature of slavery is overlooked in studies on its value: slaves are an
inefficient form of human capital, but then, they do not need to be efficient, they merely
need to multiply in numbers and break even. In essence, so long as they cost nothing, they
become "black gold". Slaves are a means of monetizing the rent value of land.

The importance of slaves as Wealth was clear enough to Jefferson, who wanted to
manumit his slaves, but needed their value to rebuild his own finances. The use of them in
this manner would not change: slaves were spared much of the most dangerous of labor,
in New Orleans, they were not allowed to unload cotton from barges - which could catch
fire. "Why risk a negro, who costs thousands of dollars, when an Irishman can be bought
for pennies a day?" Unorganized manual labor was known to be more efficient, but it was
not the basis for a system of borrowing. Increasingly, the borrowing which financed the
upper class lifestyle of the South forced their politics to be a protection of the delicate
jugular veins upon which their monetary system rested: export of luxury items, hindered
by the tariff, and protection of the "peculiar institution" which was the basis of their credit.

Since the Federalist Republic was founded on a reaffirmation of the bargain of the
Revolution, that is, that the value of slave holders was to be protected, both by allowing
slavery, allowing expansion of slavery, and in returning fugitive slaves - it was impossible
under the legal framework to restrain the institution. Since, as slaves grew more and
more valuable, their loss was a greater and greater disaster for the owner, the slave
owners political policy forced them to develop a party politics around low tariffs,
expansion of slavery into the Great Plains - since the southwestern desert could not
support manually intensive and water intensive agriculture - and an inflationary money.

Their northern counterparts, divided over this last issue, could not present a unified
front. With the linking of the North by railroad and telegraph, and the opening of the Far
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West, this division disappeared, the North had a monetary policy after the gold rush:
expanded agricultural markets in Wheat and Beef, backed by silver and gold mined from
the West. First transported by Clipper ships,  and then by rail, and coordinated by
telegraph. The collapse of the Whig party over immigration led to the formation of the
Republican Party in Michigan, which would, in its first outing, establish itself as the party
of the future.

The Democratic Party, to protect eroding sunk wealth, was forced to ever more drastic
actions. Each one solidified the moral stance against slavery, the economic unity of the
North and its interests of industrialization, expansion and protectionism. The South,
wholly dependent on the outside for profits and credit, wanted "free" trade. Since the
arrangements - balancing of states entering the Union to keep the Senate southern and
the appointment of slaveholders to the supreme court - allowed for over-reach, and
economics demand it, there would, inevitably, come a moment where a load would be
placed on the economic system which it could not bear. The growing panic of the  the late
1850's - driven by the collapse of banks which had loaned against expansion into the
Great Plains and railroads to connect them - produced the moment where someone's
interests had to be gutted. Since there was no centralized monetary mechanism, the
Federal Government had no ability to "pull a Hamilton" and buy out sunk assets.

The moment of overreach can be seen in the Kansas-Nebraska act of 1854, and the
infamous case of Dredd Scott v Sanford. A legislature, and then a court took the
compromise of 1850, and threw them into the flames by stating that the carefully crafted
limits on slavery's expansion were null and void. The contract of the nation was a contract
that included slavery in its explicit text. The result, a polarized nation that no longer saw
compromise as worthwhile, nor was there an external resource to carve up to create
compromise. The election of 1860 ratified the polarization, and war began with states
trying to negate the contract between the states. The economic crisis of generated by the
panic of 1854, which culminated in demonetizing the "Spanish milled dollar", the basis of
American currency for over a century - the Peso - had produced its final effect.

This is the pattern of the collapse of a constitutional order. An economic crisis forces a
choice between expansion and protection of sunk wealth, those with the wealth are
ideologically committed to the bitter end, and force through a program which protects
their wealth, pointing to the constitutional grants of exceptionalism granted their
forbearers as a mandate for unlimited power in pursuit of the protection of that wealth.
The wealth is "sunk" since it is also heavily leveraged to produce liquidity, since its value
depends on its illiquidity. Liquidization of the wealth system would be as disastrous as
austerity.  They must have unlimited liquidity to protect old wealth, while at the same
time an iron constriction of any other growth to protect the relative value of their wealth
and to prevent the market in that wealth from being sufficiently liquid to cause its value
to fall. In short - an old asset class which is used to store wealth becomes the target of a
mega bubble, which consumes more and more of the credit available in the protection of
that bubble.

This then is the root of final constitutional crisis: a combination of political and economic
failure. Failure in economic conditions, as has occurred in the late 1840's, could be met by
political will - the Mexican-American War, expansion, and then the Compromise of 1850.
Failure in political will could be met by borrowing or delaying the day of reckoning, as the
Kansas-Nebraska Act had.

Party politics, feared by the founders even as they pursued it, was rendered permanent by
Jackson as a means of harnessing nationalist and that romantic sentiment of a popular
will. It had, repeatedly, threatened to boil over, from the political wars over between
Jefferson and Adams, to the creation of a "Whig" Party to stop "King Andrew", to the
polarization of the nation in the late 1850's into Unionist Republican and anti-Unionist
Democratic Parties, by activating  a powerful force without having constitutional
restriction, the party system was a powder keg that would, finally, be set off by economic
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recession. By permitting the political process to have an instrument to focus nationalistic
urges, the nation had entered into a period of rapid expansion. However, as soon as this
expansion began to reach its limits in the economic framework of that era, the same
mechanism was turned against itself.

This arc of a Republic - upwards from constitution building, to a period of burdened,
effectively single party rule - to a democratist revolt which leads to a pinnacle of
effectiveness by having the power of a central government with the extreme liquidity of
decentralization  - goes downwards as the increasing level of liquidity and
unaccountability leads to factional polarization, and finally disintegration at the moment
where it is clear that someone will have to have their interests irreparably damaged by
any solution within the constitutional order.

In the Federalist Republic, constitution building ends, largely by 1805, and the era of one
party rule continues until 1828, when Jackson revolts and shatters the national party.
The limits of constitutionalism are reached in with Barron v Baltimore. The Federalist
Republic is free to pursue the policy of physical expansion, and does so with the Mexican
American War. This vast grant of land, and the instability of banking, leads to the
financial turbulence of the 1850's - where it became clear to both sides the building was on
fire, and the door out was too narrow.

The collapse of the first Republic occurs because of a shift in global economics, from
mercantile silver policies, to gold as the currency of international trade. The ratio of gold
to silver, fixed by law, undervalued gold. Silver poured into the United States, as gold flew
outwards. This placed pressure on the borrowers in the US - since they had a harder and
harder time getting gold except by international commerce. This pressure forced the
Southern slavocracy to become more and more aggressive, both in using their slaves -
which previously had been merely labor place holders, having to do little more than earn
their keep - and in forcing the return of those slaves.

The Presidency of Buchanan is marked by two actions which underline the growing
monetary crisis. While the gold rush in California buffered US gold stocks, the imbalance
in gold/silver ratios forced the Government to decree that the "Spanish milled dollar" was
no longer legal tender in 1857. This plus Dredd Scott - which enforced slave ownership -
were the nails in the coffin. The reason for this is simple to explain - in an environment of
hard money, there are two options - trade with the outside for hard currency, or go into
subsistence farming. The pressure to go "West" put the free soil farmers on a collision
course with the slave plantation system. The Jacksonian political alliance between the
two became untenable, and with the birth of the Republican Party, shattered beyond
repair. The Republicans nominated Lincoln in 1860, and the south knew that the
elaborate system of balancing slave and free states, upon which political detente rested,
would soon come to a close.

Slavery, was doomed, and with it, the willingness of one of the contracting parties.
Without centralized control of its money system, there was no way for the Federal
Government to raise the enormous amount of money that would have been required to
buy the available slaves, or compensate their owners. More over, ending slavery would
also have ended the economic system: the slavocracy would have needed to have the
future value of slavery compensated. There was not enough money in the country to do
this.

Thus, as the panic of the late 1850's took hold, it became increasingly clear that the only
solution, Westward expansion and a federal unification of the economic system, would
have to exclude the south.

The First Republic, then, was mortally wounded in 1854-1857, and, after lingering for 3
years, died in late 1860.
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III. Constitution as Covenant: The Union (1861-1932)

It is for us the living rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the
great task remaining before us- that from these honored dead we take increased devotion
to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion--that we here highly
resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain, that this nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom, and that government of the people, by the people, for the people
shall not perish from the earth.

Final section of "The Gettysburg Address", Abraham Lincoln (1863)

Lincoln, on the battlefield after a brutal three days that had seen the defeat of Robert E.
Lee's most drastic offensive into Union territory, gives a short speech. It is known to
history as "The Gettysburg Address". Several historians have amply examined its content,
and focused on the quasi-religious, even messianic quality of it. They have pointed out the
biblical language, which was meant to appeal to a nation which was far more pious and
adherent to fundamentalist Protestantism than the deistical mystics of the founding
generation. Jefferson's God is "God the Creator" - a Masonic God. A God appropriate to a
group creating. Lincoln's God is present on the battlefield, "Doing right, as God gives us the
wisdom to know the right" as Lincoln would later put it. Lincoln's God is God the Lawgiver,
God the Leader, God the Father. Appropriate to a nation involved in a war, a war which
Lincoln, by slight of hand, turned into a crusade.

Reading the post Civil War constitutional amendments, this language is carried over to
the beginning of the 14th amendment. "Due Process of Law" goes from being a protection,
to the central concept of the government. The government is no longer a contract, but a
covenant - an agreement of spirit. Government is what people are "due". This conveniently
allowed for the disenfranchisement - both expressly and implicitly of the recently
defeated. The Union would forbid those engaged in Rebellion from voting or holding office.
It would be repeated in the constitutions written by states in the wake of the war, for
example the Colorado Constitution of 1876, which explicitly invokes God as the source of
all blessings, though it is otherwise the Preamble to the Constitution of 1787, verbatim.

The Fourteenth Amendment, understood in the light that the framers of it desired it to be
seen, established a national citizenship, and removed pre-war precedent as precedential.
It overturned Barron v Baltimore. It placed sharp limits on state legislature's powers:
specifically they could not remove the rights of national citizenship.

The political answer to "Constitution as Contract" is to create a higher power from which
the Constitution derives its force. The language is not present in the Constitution of 1787,
but it is in the Declaration of Independence. Thus the social work of the Gettysburg
Address is to link the religious sentiment of its moment, with the previous Democratizing
wave of the late 18th century. In fact, the Constitution of 1787 was ratified by end
running the Articles of Confederation, which did, expressly, state the Union as being
eternal. This twist - that Lincoln needed the very concept which the order he was
attempting to preserve had disposed of - an eternal and perpetual covenant - is not
inconsequential. It allowed him to unify the democratist sense - which arises out of the
idea that the nation is of a substance which is defined as being higher than any particular
law - with the formalist impulse to capture it on paper.

This nature of a covenant, formed in the wake of a civil war that ran from 1861 to 1865,
explains both the strengths and failures of the Union. As a covenant, it protects property
as zealously as the First Republic did, but as a covenant, not a contract, its power could
not be limited by exact words, only by the long sense of usage. If we look at a decision
which was, until a few years ago, a musty backwater of constitutional law, and compare it
with the decisions of John Marshall - the founding Federalist of the Supreme Court - the
difference is clear. The decision is MacPherson v Blacker. Instead of a cogent statement of
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principles, such as the ringing "The Power to Tax is the Power to Destroy" from
McCullough v Maryland, we are treated to a rambling recitation of how states have
behaved in the past, and a general conclusion that what is being done here is not outside
that general usage, and hence, whatever the merits of it as government, it is not
unconstitutional. Such is the nature of the spiritual agreement, an agreement of organic
law, rather than of precise articulation.

The covenant had, of course, a monetary reality. Lincoln, in the losing days of the Civil
War, had to borrow money. To do so he needed to promise future tax revenues, in solid
currency, to bankers. With a stroke of his pen, he created the "National Banking System",
an architecture that allowed income taxes - the first internal taxes since the Federalist
Republic - and would lay the ground work for passing an act which, under the Federalist
Republic, would have been considered by many to be unconstitutional: The Legal Tender
Act - making paper legal tender. The success of this system is shown by a simple fact -
every note printed under the National Banking system, and it successor the Federal
Reserve - is still legal tender. Even his own Treasury Secretary, Salmon P Chase, did not
think it constitutional, and would later so rule as a just on the Supreme Court. At the time,
Lincoln shot back “I have the constitution here, and it is perfectly safe”.

As with the Federalist Republic, the cost of this covenant was the acceptance of a
particular kind of property - corruption. The Union had a very limited surplus of revenue,
and it had to be directed towards capital improvements. Since this was the only flow of
free money available, those who wanted it would attach themselves to the plumbing of
development. As with any emerging nation today, corruption was the means by which the
wheels were greased.

The political party system which had grown up in response to a need for an unwritten
constitutional arrangement was to be recognized as a protected part of the new order.
Treating the flow of business relationships and bribes as akin to a right was the cost of the
Union recruiting effort during the war, the effort to build a transcontinental railroad after
the war, and the substructure of the financial system under the robber barons. If the
Federalist Republic had to capitulate to slave owners, then it was to the moneyed interests
that the Union's Covenant bowed to implicitly. Throughout the course of the Union, it
would be bedeviled by scandal, ballot box stuffing, political machines, corrupt giveaways
and devil's bargains. The parallel is important: money does not have, by itself, power. It
must find a means to mediate between the public and its own interests. Those who secure
consent for the operation of money are the government. In the period of the Union, the
squeaky wheels were greased by political parties, which offered the only social services
available at the time. In return, they demanded the votes of those who they served.

The other group which had to be asked, literally hat in hand, for support was the
community of bankers. In order to finance the war, Lincoln needed to print money, and
sell bonds which would back that money. There was only one means to do this: the
growing banking and syndicate arrangements centered in New York City, though not
restricted to them. Lincoln would charter the "National Banking System" in 1862, which
would allow banks to print money provided the met certain requirements. Privately
printed money was taxed at 10%. The central government instituted an internal income
tax as an expedient to provide a revenue stream as collateral, and began issuing paper
money. Any note printed since the institution of the "National Banking System" is still
valid currency, though, of course, a collector would pay a great deal more than the face
value for a 1 dollar bill of that time. New banks were chartered in large numbers, hence
almost every state or town has its “First National Bank”, meaning, not that the bank is
national, but that it had a charter which met the standards of the national banking
system. Cartoons would, a century later, joke about the ubiquity of the sobriquet, the
public having forgotten its meaning. National banks, had “a license to print money”.

The basis for this money had to be more than a contract, since it was clear the debt would
extend far beyond the war itself, and the ability to sell bonds an essential aspect of any
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future plan to "Reconstruct" the South or finish the transportation network which would
bind the nation together. Not only the constitution, but the dollar bill, had to take on a
kind of sacred aura. Money is the constitution we carry with us.

This nature as a covenant explains the central position of the Gold Standard. The First
Republic had fought over a national banking system, and with Andrew Jackson, finally
abolished it. The Union remade this system, first as a war time necessity, but then as
national policy. The covenant was that the government would not abuse paper money, but
would, instead, base it on sound gold - or perhaps, if one was a populist radical, gold and
silver together would be acceptable. Gold's near religious quality lead William Jennings
Bryan to declare that the east was "crucifying the common man on a Cross of Gold." in his
speech to the Democratic Nominating Convention in 1892. The populists wanted to
abolish this covenant, seeing it, rightly, as the source of the money drought. The third
parties of the late Federalist Republic were about land: Liberty, Free Soil and Know
Nothing all wanted to restrict competition for land to “free born Americans”. The third
parties of the early Union were about money: Greenback, Populist, Silver Republican.
However, the pressures of international trade were to force the United States towards the
same compromise of the Federalist Republic: a government run on the hardest of money
standards, with a speculative currency which was completely deregulated. In 1901,
America formally adopted a strict gold standard, just as Andrew Jackson had isolated the
hard gold and silver coin of the Federal Government from the banking system.

The economic basis of this was that a gold standard allowed America's entry into the first
era of Globalism. With less fanfare and bloodshed, England gradually moved to a Gold
Standard at the - dumping the silver system which was rooted in the "Queen Anne Penny",
whose establishment in the colonies by act of Parliament in 1710 would begin the process
of creating American monetary cycles. However, it was with the exploitation of the gold of
South Africa by the newly created German state that the international gold standard
arrived. In 1871, the newly formed “German Empire” would issue the reichmark based on
that gold. It is not just in the US that money is the constitution that people carry with
them. The American gold standard, though often attacked or compromised, could not be
removed from the covenant of government.

Most importantly, the nature of a covenant is that one cannot leave it. Contracts can be
cancelled, and the states leaving the Union to form the Second Confederation were doing
precisely that: nullifying the contract which had grown useless to them. The reply of the
Union was that the original was not a contract - but a declaration. As such, the
confederacy was a rebellion, and while the right to revolution is enshrined in the
Declaration of Independence, there is nothing in that document that says that there is a
right to successful revolution, any more than there is an inalienable right to catching the
happiness that one pursues.

The core of the constitutional change in the Union was twofold. The written constitution
was changed to add three amendments, essentially a second bill of rights, national
citizenship and due process being the core of this process. The unwritten constitution was
altered in two important ways. The first was the codification of the two party system. The
late Federalist Republic, as a result of the Andrew Jackson's presidency, shifted the
filtering mechanism between people and power from the written constitutional
mechanisms and formal constitutional structures, to the political party. The opponents of
Jackson gathered to form the "Whig" Party, and they selected their candidate at a
"National Convention". At the convention, the locally powerful political chiefs of the party
met, and they reached an agreement on who was to run, and on what platform. With the
coming of the Union, the parties were recognized as organs of government: in the decision
on who was to win the election of 1876, it was not balance of slaveholders, but parties,
which was maintained.

This change, as with the founding, was effected by overcoming the specific requirements
of the formal document: the ratification of the Constitution avoided the requirements of
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the convention, and a good legalistic argument could be made that the 14th Amendment
was never legally passed with all of the "t"'s crossed. However, this is not the nature of
constitutional change - this occurs when there is the creation of an institutional will - a
recognition by each group in power, that that power rests on their accepting certain
articles as constitutionally binding. Institutionalization is not merely the agreement by a
collection of individuals in an institution at a moment.

What makes such institutionalization work is that certain points are established as bright
lines, beyond which it becomes acceptable to sound the cry of alarm. The end of a
constitutional order lives in perpetual cry of alarm - as the boundaries become blurred. In
the Federalist Republic the two great institutional lines were - to the South, protection of
walking property - to the North, the ability to wash their hands of it. To both, new areas to
expand agriculture to. When these lines were incompatible, the hysteria became a
perpetual flowing wave, and there was no longer a safe place to rest an institution

As the Federalist Republic had first codified the party of establishments rights under the
new Constitution, and then was forced to accept a counter balancing series of rights from
the opposition party, so too did the election of 1876 represent the final phase of
Constitution making under the Union. The acceptance of Southern agricultural patterns
and population distribution - laws declaring negroes could not leave the county of their
birth were held Constitutional - was the analog of accepting the primacy of the railroads in
the North.

Thus the creation of a covenant of money, and a liberation of economic development by
accepting that a "Corporation" has a constitutional right to profit, would be the heart of the
new economic engine, this process parallels in the Union the property rights phase of the
Federalist Republic - the dramatic expansion of an economic conception of rights occupies
the second phase of the legal theory of both the Union and the Federalist Republic. The
Union could not have internal taxes, because corruption would have made these
unworkable. Good data on anything was nearly impossible to find. A nation which could
not follow its Constitutionally mandated duty on voting rights, could hardly count money
with any greater efficiency.

These twin changes were harnessed in the service of managing the explosive economic
growth of the Union. Cities increased in size dramatically, a railroad network was built,
and industrialization become the engine of economic change. A series of cases gave the
central government near plenipotentiary power over the growth over Railroads beginning
in the 1880's. These cases would be extended to cover roadways in general later on. States
could not tax railroad land, railroad concessions, could not regulate railroad rights of way.
The railroad interests held enormous power through control of water rights and land
rights, and a virtual exemption from state power.

The mid-point of the Republic saw the supreme court assert the rights of corporations to
make a profit, and be free from most forms of federal or state regulation. The Union grew
and prospered - becoming not merely a continental power - but an imperial one, with
dependencies overseas in the Philippines and the Panama Canal Zone. The need to
generate exports, again, drove legal policy. Corporations created development,
corporations created taxable exports, corporations generated people wealthy enough to
demand imports.

In dealing with Constitutional cycles, the point where centralization's hold weakens, and
the disruption produced by the centralized order is the mark of the other great cycle - the
rise and fall of democratizing waves. The Revolutionary War and the Jacksonian Revolt
are two obvious examples, and the civil rights movement, with its impact on voting rights,
and the anti-war movement of the 1960's provide another example. However, the seeming
lack of a real democratist revolt - despite the Populist Party of Weaver - in the late 19th
century has, repeatedly, acted as an obstacle to understanding creating a unified
framework. Various suggestions, driven by single patterns, fail, since they do not
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recognize the nature of a Democratist revolt.

Democratization decentralizes - both in progressive and reactionary directions - and
importantly it decentralizes not only power, but the control of liquidity. It is linked with
the creation of a new kind of organization, and a new body of people to run them. The
entrance of a new group of voters is the signal of the Democratizing moment, but it is not
the limit of it. The reason for this failure is that the paradigm of most existing academics
is either pro or anti the overt turbulence of the last Democratizing wave. Hence, there is a
direct need to elevate and sanctify the decentralizing impulse or deny its validity and
attack it.

The midpoint moment of a Republic is, then, signaled by a series of events. These events
can be enumerated: a pressure for power outside of the center, a pressure for increased
franchise, a decentralization of the control of money, an easing of the debt burden, and a
consequent return to economic instability. Debt, in the early Republic enforces discipline,
its removal creates growth. This growth is so explosive that it creates tensions which
overwhelm the centralized control of the currency. There is an illusory moment of infinite
possibility, as there is, no longer, a central authority controlling the flow of liquidity. The
institution of Free Banking by Jackson is clearly one such moment, but what of the other?

An examination of the creation of the vast financial empires of the late 19th century
should be sufficient to answer the question, when the central bank is no longer able to
assure the stability of the system, then money has been decentralized. In 1901, JP
Morgan demonstrates that he is the central bank of the United States, by stemming a
panic. Clearly, by the time he does this, the power has already shifted. While anti-
corporatists may attempt to deny it, the decentralizing movement of power from a
government planned system of transportation expansion, and government monetary
policy to the robber baron era is of the same process as the creation of populist and
democratic movements.

The other side of this is the pressures for an increase in the franchise - the right to vote.
Constitutionalist periods restrict the right to vote, even as they expand powers, the
instrument of the government is denied opposing political forces, who would not honour
the new order. Here, the Union follows exactly the pattern of the Federalist Republic: new
territories offer the vote to attract people, in the case of the Union, it begins in the 1880's
with the expansion of the franchise to women in Rocky Mountain States.

The other signal event is the limit of federal expansion of its main thrust. There is a
decision which implicitly recognized that the rights framework which the constitutional
lens produces has reached its limit. In the Federalist Republic this is the Barron v
Baltimore decision, which refused to extend the Bill of Rights to the States, and rested on
the argument that there was no Federal citizenship as a universal protection. In the
Union, it was the decision to overturn the income tax Pollock v Farmer's Loan Company.
The Court recognizes that the very tax which had formed the basis for the Union victory
in the Civil War was, in fact, unconstitutional. This "high water mark" of the rights
framework occurs roughly 35 years into the Constitutional cycle.

Thus, the absence of a historical explosion in the Union is not a bar to their having been a
democratist moment. It merely used an elite, rather than popular, model of democracy -
economic elites of corporations were the means by which money was decentralized.
Corporations, in the form of "trusts" became banks, and generated their own money
systems. These trusts are typical portrayed as the extension of greedy and rapacious
capitalism, and this is not inaccurate, but it is also not sufficient - corporations were the
means by which sufficient liquidity was generated in an era where the net money supply
was nearly static relative to population and economic activity.

In 1873, a Panic swept the banking system, the resulting collapse in economic activity
would force the economy to wallow in periods of intense downturn in job demand,
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investment supply and even total activity. There were repeated cycles of panic and
depression. At the same time that industrial infrastructure was desperately needed for
competitiveness and exporting, there was a "money drought" of deflation.

The single most important grant of expansion in the legal framework was the decision
Santa Clara v Southern Pacific Railroad in 1886. Most important Supreme Court
Decisions are quite long and involved, not this one:

The Court does not wish to hear argument on the question whether the provision in the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which forbids any state to deny any person
within its boundaries equal protection under the laws, applies to these corporations. We
are all of the opinion that it does.

Now if one has a broad concept of citizenship, this is confusing - does this mean
corporations can vote? However, in its place it merely asserted two points: corporations
were groups of individuals, who, if the corporation they belonged to was infringed upon,
would have their rights infringed upon - and a narrow conception of personhood already
in Constitutional Law. The protections provided by the XIVth Amendment were taken to
be strictly majoritarian - if the majority does not uphold a privilege, it does not exist.

The proof of this is seen in the Railroad cases, the overwhelming interest that protects
railroads from state intervention is, at first, the overwhelming federal interest in
interstate commerce and its supremacy, not "corporate personhood". However, the
combination of Santa Clara and the Railroad cases would create a new lens, that
corporations had rights which could not be regulated by governments, because they were
intrinsic. This idea, of intrinsicity, had been submerged from American law, but only for a
very short period time.

This intrincisity was used to expand corporate power and control of wealth, not because of
a desire to enslave the working classes, but because of the same pressure which forced
Jackson to open to free banking - the need to generate local flows of liquidity to drive
economic expansion. The Union, because of its hard money policy forced by the nature of
its currency, had perpetual liquidity crunches, which created the paradoxical situation
that in an era of unparalleled expansion, physical capital formation, population growth
and interconnection, there were frequent depressions and panics - beginning in 1873,
growth in nominal terms sputtered along. Not because the country was not expanding, but
because it could not find a way to generate money that matched the demand for expansion
and goods.

The creation of the trust - a group of interdependent corporations which by self dealing
could, in effect, create a local monetary system borrowing resting on future revenues of
the group, was the manner in which this was to occur. The populists on the outside might
be bimetallicists, the insiders knew that gilding with gold was the real "license to print
money."

Thus, corporate expansion, aside from its inherent seductive qualities because of graft
and bribery and power - was an attempt to solve one of the oldest problems in political
economy: the need for one currency to price the present, and another to price the future.
The history of paper money, and its failures, from the South Sea bubble forward is the
story of this problem. Hard money works best when it is in the eternal now, and decisions
are strictly based on a trade off of desire for convenience, but this system does not
generate enough currency to price what does not exist yet - trading desire today, not for
the same object tomorrow or next week, but new objects which no one knows what
demand for them will be.

The cycle reaches that peculiar point - where a new "future currency", such as joint stock
in a company, is created. However, such "future currency" is only useful if it can be
converted to hard "present currency". And here hangs the tale: at a certain point the
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future currency becomes less and less liquid, and its price inflates because it is illiquid.
There is a moment where demand curve reversal occurs. Normally, the higher the price of
a commodity goes, the more incentive to sell there is, as the demand goes up, it creates
more and more supply in the form of people willing to sell. However, illiquidity takes hold
where increases in demand convince more and more people not to sell. Demand does not
produce more supply, thus equalizing, but instead, less and less supply, which, in turn,
produces more demand, and raises the demand/supply ratio. The more people want the
commodity, the fewer people willing to sell it. This reversal is a "bubble", the unsustainable
inflation of an asset or commodity class.

The owners of such assets who realize that the value of their asset is, in no small measure,
because of their illiquidity want to convert without having to sell. Thus, in each cycle, is
born the idea of borrowing against the value of the future asset. This creates an infection,
and when the inevitable sell off begins, it destroys the price of the asset, and, of course,
creates a wave that rolls through the economy, as each creditor sees his debtors default,
and becomes a debtor in turn.

The solution is, of course, to restrict who can print money, making it so that a sell off is
against the interests of those printing the money, and allowing a sustained bubble. The
rise of Wall Street and corporate wealth are not an example, then, of anti-democratic
tendencies, but an example of the same need for liquidity which had previously driven
both the American Revolution and the Jacksonian Revolt, and which drove the agrarian
and western states to push for silver coinage.

As the Jacksonians had created the party apparatus as a new layer with constitutional
implications, to harness decentralized power and wield it into an effective agency for
centralizing its effect, so too did the gilded age reinvent the corporation for the same end.
The same danger lurked in the system: created to circumvent constitutional restrictions
on the action of the central government, they created a mechanism of power where all
activity gravitated to, rather than solving a political problem through the play of
legislation, it was far easier simply to move more power to the extra constitutional wing of
the government.

This creation of corporation is paralleled by the gradual institutionalizing of party
structures: legislative bodies begin devising and implementing party leadership
hierarchies in Congress, the various political machines are gradually absorbed, in most
cases, to the state party apparatus, the normative symbols for both parties are created,
and important questions, such as the Election of 1876's Commission, are divided along
party lines. In other words, parties become, less and less, extra-constitutional.

The other important democratization of this period is the response against the use of
corruption as a mechanism of government. It is here that the new kind of State arises. The
old state is run by corrupt party regulars, in a kind of feudal structure where hierarchical
loyalty is bout with the promise of localized autonomy and profit - the very centralized
protection of corruption, running from Grant forward, becomes an issue, and an issue that
produces localized rebellion, and finally the Progressive movement in government.
Government is to be run, in their view, by meritocraticly chosen civil servants, by
examination, expecting fidelity to written rule, and to integrity, When, in 1880, James
Garfield was shot, and then died, it brought to the White House Chester A. Arthur, who
had been made VP because of his role as Republican Party fixer.

The political tension which would dominate the politics of the remaining years of the
Union was simple: by ending silver’s role as a currency basis, the Union plugged the hole
which had drained the Federalist Republic. It allowed a quasi feudal agricultural
arrangement to continue in the South, but share croppers could not be used as a store of
value. Proof that it was the monetary nature of slavery, and not the illiberty of the
enslaved, which was the heart of the political turmoil of the Federalist Republic. But the
end of both silver and the asset base of the Federalist Republic deprived people of a
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secondary currency – a circulating medium to do regular business among themselves.
This lack of a consumer currency meant that the disparity in wealth grew rapidly in the
United States – corruption and relationships, political machines and organized crime –
supplied some of what this demonetized economy needed. It created inefficiencies in
pricing which would spark periodic bank panics, a series of which resulted in the
economic turbulence of the 1890’s and first decade of the 20th Century. Since these are
overshadowed by the events that come after them, we forget that the Crashes in the
market that these provoked are the second largest in history. We also forget that the
financial system twice tottered at the brink of collapse, only to be saved by several large
bankers, under the guidance of JP Morgan, to provide liquidity.

Thus the pendulum was already swinging against decentralization of money by 1895,
even as the old Democratic Party preached for a silver money – “the peole’s currency” – a
new idea of internal taxes and a central bank was being put forward. The long fight over
the income tax is, in effect, the long fight to establish the Market state as the crucial
reality of political economy. A state which cannot tax income, cannot tax the size of its
internal market. A state which must export to tax, must remain a mercantile state –
because the incentive for the government is to encourage exports, and then tax the
imports that concentration of wealth brings. The mercantile state must be corrupt,
because it is the excessive concentrations of wealth itself which it can access to do
business. Either the consumption as imports, or the liquidity of industrializing trusts.

The era of trust busting is, as well, the growing understanding of counter-weighting the
very entities which the Union had allowed into existence to create physical capital. It
should be remembered that the transcontinental railroads, and the tycoons that they
spawned, were not fierce market competitors. Instead they relied on government grants
of land, they relied on government demand for transport, they relied on court cases – the
“Railroad Cases” for the powers to be vest in the government. In an era where “every
fortune is made by corner or monopoly” – the “laissez-faire” fantasy that a gold standard
unregulated economy is a paradise of capitalism evaporates. Instead, there was a series of
interlocking agreements, cartels and oligopolies, backed by agreements not to compete.
This would have one important effect that would later become critical: a service would
only be extended to those who it was profitable to provide it to. And because of the
instability of that system, most people would not risk all in it.

In economic terms there are two distortions involved: the laissez-faire argument is that
what is taxed encourages people not to earn and buy, but to do themselves. This means
less specialization and less economy. The counter-argument is that risk causes people not
to put their savings into banks and make sure they can do themselves should their be a
panic. When the effort lost from “the people’s hedge” against catastrophe grows to be more
than the distortion from taxes, then the progress to laissez faire reduces, rather than
increases, market efficiency. The Union, in the series of Panics beginning in the 1890’s,
reached this point. The “First National Bank of Mattress”, what economists call the
“liquidity preference”, robbed millions from circulation.

The dramatic equalization of the long period of deflation – because capitalism is a
deflationary pressure – came to an abrupt end with war time inflation caused by the
conflict of 1914-1918, which the US entered in 1917. Under Wilson there was a dramatic
era of reform, but one in pursuit of a vision recognizable to the Union: by continuing to
break up trusts, by creating a central bank to provide the liquidity that the large trusts
used provide – it was hoped that a “small is beautiful” competitive market place would
emerge. It was a classical economic view of a currency system and entrepreneurial
competition. The diagnosis rested on the notion that it was large corporate holding
companies which were the stifling force against economic competition, and hence the
source of instability.

Thus despite neo-gilded ages economic ideas that abound on the American far right - from
the idea that America is a fundamentalist "Christian" nation, to the idea that "laissez-faire"
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economics was ever truly practiced in the US, or that it would work at all - an examination
on the golden age which these myths invoke show, instead, a government that pervasively
interferes with the economy, merely that it does so to concentrate wealth, mainly by
running a monetary system which outlaws free banking and a controls money by basing it
on one specie base - gold - and not another - silver. This would create political tension even
within the Republican Party, as the "Silver Republicans" would revolt from the Gold
Standard hegemony. In 1896, both parties faced internal dissent between gold and silver
wings - it was an example of a deeper economic conflict finding the wrong public
expression, and thus pointed towards the wrong solutions.

What was to bring down the Union? A government which won the Civil War, organized the
West, built a transcontinental railroad, saved Europe, created a financial system which we
recognize today, granted suffrage to women and turned America from a dangerous
provincial animal into a world power of the second tier - considered to be, along with
Japan and German a rising state of the world? The same failure which collapsed the First
Republic - a failure to live up to its basic idea.

The Union was a covenant - the government did not protect its citizens first, it protected
their ability to own property, and assured them a constant stream of new opportunity,
Consider the case Minor v. Happersett, decided in 1875 which held that a state could
constitutionally forbid a woman citizen to vote, despite her invocation of the citizenship.
The decision conveniently does not discuss the equal protection and due process clauses.
The decision reads "citizenship... conveying the idea of membership of a nation, nothing
more." This nearly biblical reading of the XIVth Amendment is, in fact, a direct means of
defusing its mandate for Democracy, which is rooted in Lincoln's idea, and accepts the
idea that a nation is a tribe, and that membership in the tribe, while sacred, does not
assure any right or rights beyond that which a current majority of the tribe are willing to
extend.

First, westward expansion , then integration, and finally civilization. It assured them that
if they gave their faith to the government and its closely associated group of moneyed
interest - that the financial system would be sound. When the financial system collapsed,
it was more than a financial panic, which had been weathered before. The inability of
government to interfere in private business had been the haven for the corruption and
private dealings of those who controlled the money supply. As slaves had been the specie
of the south, so too was the stock market the instrument of printing inflationary money in
a time of a gold standard. The inability of this corrupt and intransparent system to stave
off economic collapse was merely the culmination of a long process.

In other words, at the end, the constitutional principle had become little more than a fig
leaf for those profiting from an expedient bargain to maintain their hold. This had been
seen once before, and it would be seen again. The original sin of the Union - corruption -
would eventually corrode the trust that its people had in the financial system, and this
would lead directly to the Stock Market Crash in 1929 which its moneyed elite could not
stem. The evolution of this, however, shows, that it was not the original intent to produce
it, merely that individual assurances made to individual groups of their protection as
members of the new order were, eventually, fused together to produce an overwhelming
block on further action.

It is wrong to say that the Crash of 1929 brought about the Great Depression, instead,
both were brought about by the same basic cause. A new modern economy could create
wealth faster than it could dig up gold. The amount of "value" in the economy could rise
much faster than the amount of land and gold. Hence, the economy was like a dog on a
long leash chasing a rabbit. All seems well until the moment where the leash is pulled taut.
With the crash of 1929, and the climbing unemployment of the following years, there was
a desperate need for people to escape, in each past "panic", they had gone farther west, to
find land where they could establish subsistence agriculture or ranching or seek a fortune
in mining. In 1932, the nation had run out of out. Since the Union had built its success on
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solving the problem of expansion that had torn apart the Federalist Republic, its failure to
supply new frontiers was its death warrant.

Though an obstinate supreme court would try and revive the corpse of a government that
could not interfere with business, the new president finally prevailed in his call for
"reformation" of the government, not mere reform. He would extend the reach, without
amendment to the basic document, of the government into every phone, light bulb, gallon
of milk and mile of paved road in the nation.

The arc of the Union - from Lincolnian invocation, through the Radical Republican period
of constitution building culminating in the deal of 1876 - trading the presidency for a
narrow conception of citizenship, would then reach its constitutional limit in the 1890's.
The unity of a national monetary, transportation, communication and legal framework,
when combined with the liquidity of corporations allowed the Union to finish the process
of physical expansion, and launch a program of industrial expansion. This combination
would allow the United States to become a colonial power with a war that, like the
Mexican American War, was short, overwhelmingly victorious, and would give America a
hero-president. TR, however, was to outshine Zachary Taylor.

This high water mark of optimism was rapidly crushed by depression, war only to leave a
false paradise of the 1920's. What was occurring, of course, was a massive program of
borrowing, eroding the basis of the currency. By 1932, when FDR would take power, he
would find out just how much more in gold backed obligations existed than could be paid,
even though the US had more gold than any other single nation.

When, in 1890 the frontier largely closed, it created an intense debate over how to reopen
it, or expand physically. TR would begin the project of making the far Western coast
colonizable - the Panama Canal, water projects, road projects and agricultural expansion
were, in effect, designed to create a second coast. It was a project that would bear
tremendous fruit, but not as quickly as TR, or the Union he championed, needed. TR's
idealism is still striking, believing that if only the various parties would behave well, that
the Union could be made to work, if only the working man and the business man would
stay within some boundary of responsibility. This change in rhetoric shows his
consciousness that the Union was no longer held together by necessity, but by political
will. As such, it parallels the debates within the late Federalist Republic, of how to get the
various factions to come to a balance without leaving, or threatening to leave, the Union.
This key moment shows that crisis has begun, because it changes the basis of the polity
from shared necessity, to discipline. Outside crisis, such as "The Great War" and could
force cooperation, but only as long as the direct crisis was in place.

At the same time, the peak of the Progressive reforming movement sees the third great
flurry of constitutional amending: of the amendments to the Constitution, all but 2 are
passed in 4 periods of activity: the 1789-1804 Federalist Wave, the Post-Civil War Wave
from 1865-1870, the Progressive Wave from 1912-1920, and the Voting Rights Wave
from 1961-1972. Income tax, direct election of Senators, women's suffrage are the three
most lasting monuments to an attempt to reform the existing structure.

What held the entire structure together, as just before the Civil War, was the promise of
expansion, where anyone could mine benefits and profit from them. With the
disintegration of the ability to engage in commodity agriculture caused by the collapse of
farm prices, and the collapse of metropolitan liquidity caused by the Crash of 1929 and
the attendant Depression, both of these frontiers closed at once. Where as previous
Depressions did not threaten the constitutional order, because the promise of future
expansion created a consensus to reform the problems and engage in disciplining the
political system to avoid rupturing the polity - the Depression beginning in 1929 ended
the promise of expansion.

For want of air, the Second Republic, was, then, dead.
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IV. Constitution as Consensus: The Liberal Democracy (1933-2000)

So, first of all, let me assert my firm belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself -
nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert
retreat into advance. In every dark hour of our national life a leadership of frankness and
vigor has met with that understanding and support of the people themselves which is
essential to victory. I am convinced that you will again give that support to leadership in
these critical days.

First Inaugural, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, (1933)

In those dark days the nation elected, first a congress that promised to do something, and
then a president who promised to do anything. That president was Franklin Delano
Roosevelt. In his first inaugural, he uses radical language, while appealing to continuity.

First, he declares the covenant of the old order dead:

The money changers have fled from their high seats in the temple of our civilization. We
may now restore that temple to the ancient truths. The measure of the restoration lies in
the extent to which we apply social values more noble than mere monetary profit.

Note the word "temple", and his appeal to "nobility". He describes his vision for a new kind
of "Happiness" in some detail. This is important, it refers to Jefferson's statement in the
Declaration of Independence that among man's inalienable rights were "life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness". Generations had taken "pursuit of happiness" to mean property
and wealth. FDR wanted to move the basis of government, and he knew that the definition
of property was at the root of the changes that needed to be made. He called for the
mobilization of the nation to victory, to think of itself as an army - in short, to think of
individual property as property second, and the wealth of the nation first.  Shortly
thereafter he proposes a radical vision for the economy, one which was at odds with
American History to that point:

Hand in hand with this we must frankly recognize the overbalance of population in our
industrial centers and, by engaging on a national scale in a redistribution, endeavor to
provide a better use of the land for those best fitted for the land.

America to that point had largely been a mercantile nation - one which protected markets
at home with tariffs, and encouraged manufactured goods. Various Democrats of the
previous century had argued for lower tariffs to promote sale of agricultural goods, and
prevent trade wars - but this was, still, in aid of export. Roosevelt proposes that America
cannot export its way out of Depression, but must, instead, make the internal market the
key to growth. By making people live better and better, there would be a continual spur to
a market economy. This fundamental change required a fundamentally different form of
government. The Mercantilist state, the last remnant of the older order, was to give way
to the Market State.

The Market state is a state whose success rests on its industry to create the capital of war,
and it's gradual evolution over the course of two centuries would make several interesting
studies in themselves. Immanuel Wallerstien's work on world economic systems is one
such study. The term comes from The Shield of Achilles by Phillip Bobbit - who gets his
own idea spectacularly wrong. His belief is that we are entering the market state now,
when, in fact, the market state is what is ebbing away.

A market state is a state whose core economic and political order rests on the power of its
internal market. First visualized by Adam Smith – who argued that the nation with the
strongest capital base would be the strongest – it became an increasingly important
underpinning of governance. Before Smith, it was control of trade with other nations
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which was considered crucial, not the internal market. Instead the internal market was
seen as a means to draw profits for the wealthy through patents, monopolies and grants.

The Market State's first victory was the American civil war: the Union had the industry to
build more cannons, equip more men, and build ironclads as needed. The market state's
ability to build factories, locate and control resources, and advance technology is its
distinguishing characteristic. A market state builds weapons which are beyond the reach
of a non-market state.

And it is in the early 20th century that the Market state produces the most obvious proof
of its existence: the battle ship. It is a weapon to big, to expensive and too powerful for a
non-market state to afford even the upkeep of. The movement to disarmament in the
1920's was not carried out by governments of the left - but of governments of the right,
panicking in their retreat to reduce the cost of these behemoths: the naval limitation
treaties and the Kellogg-Brand Pact were not passed by the left, but by the right. The
mercantile state, collecting revenues primarily at its borders, and not interfering in the
economy cannot maintain a modern war machine.

FDR knew that the US had to keep its capital in tact, even through the long economic
drought. To do so, he needed action, and he needed to maintain the social order. He realize
there was a new economic and social order, that needed political expression.

But how to provide the promised action of putting people to work, and creating an internal
market? The Union had no such power, in fact, it did not even have the power to force
states to enforce its own constitutional amendments. Roosevelt answers with his new
vision of the basic nature of the constitution.

The proof that FDR’s New Deal is a Market State can be seen from  NLRB v. Jones and
Laughlin Steel (1937), which radically extended the doctrine of the railroad cases to
assert that the Commerce clause granted broad powers to the Federal government. Not
only could the government regulate interstate commerce, its fostering was a state
interest. That small change – from power to interest – changed the nature of the state.
America was no long a nationalist state with a powerful market, but a market state which
held itself together by powerful appeals to nationalism.

Action in this image and to this end is feasible under the form of government which we
have inherited from our ancestors. Our Constitution is so simple and practical that it is
possible always to meet extraordinary needs by changes in emphasis and arrangement
without loss of essential form. That is why our constitutional system has proved itself the
most superbly enduring political mechanism the modern world has produced.

He says bluntly that the basis of the government must change. Government is not a
contract, to be legalistically interpreted, nor a covenant where people were to place blind
trust in higher powers, with a thin parcel of rights - instead, government is a consensus as
to what must be done, and then a process to find the means to accomplish it. This notion -
of a government whose mandate came from its ends and not from an explicit list of means
- was present in Hamilton's writings, and it even reached Madison in his presidential
years. Madison finally saying to his critics that "if ends be as circumscribed as means,
throw the document out".

What was created, a new republic, was the Third Republic: Liberal Democracy. If
government is to be a consensus, then it must be inclusive. Hence the Liberal Democracy
would press farther than many dreamed possible to include. If government was to be a
consensus, then it would have to be scrupulously fair in the means it imposed the laws.
Thus the clean government measures that had been part of the progressive era became
mandate. These two principles - fairness and inclusion - worked. Fairness worked because
the crisis of the Depression was one where people were left out of the benefits of the new
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modern economy. Inclusion worked because they feared the results of trusting it, when it
so obviously worked in covert, and unfair, ways.

The Liberal Democracy thus had both a political/ethical dimension, and a moral/spiritual
one. FDR invoked the idea of God the provider, God the protector - he created the
Thanksgiving Holiday as we know it to underline the nature of the spiritual underpinning
of the new republic that he had, largely, created from disparate pieces. This moral and
ethical symbolism was lost to his later followers, who concentrated on the effects of policy.
Government would later try to sell itself as a provider of services, rather than as the focus
for ideas.

If the Union prevailed in a national sense, the Liberal Democracy prevailed
internationally. It defeated Fascism, it defeated Totalitarian Leninism, it rebuilt Europe,
provided the long promised civil rights to those whose ancestors had been kidnapped and
enslaved, protected the old, trained the young, fostered technology through grants,
institutions and its tax system. In short, in the end it built both the internal and external
system that FDR described in broad terms in 1933.

The pattern would indicate that the first 15 years or so would be the period of
constitutionalizing - of developing the bundle of powers and interests. And this is the case,
a crucial constitutional amendment is passed, having Congress meet beginning in
January rather than the following December, and having the President take office in
January rather than March. But it is with the explosive assertion of a state of national
Emergency that FDR which creates the fundamental constitutional challenge to the old
order. In a sense, FDR asserted that he had the same power to deal with the Economic
Emergency which Lincoln and Wilson had exercised in response to the Civil War and
Great War respectively.

The Banking crisis was the first and most pressing issue. Hamstrung by the
Constitutionally mandated date for his inauguration, and tempted by Hoover with bribes
of not implementing his "New Deal" - FDR waited while the situation worsened. On taking
office, he did not cast out the money changers from government, but instead brought them
into help solve the problem. The solution was to make the Federal Reserve work as the
lender of last resort in combination with the FDIC which would enforce general insurance.
This worked because the Federal Government defaulted on gold, and then proceeded to
change the basis of assets for money - from gold, to the assets held. This shift, from specie
based money to asset based money is sufficiently subtle as to have escaped most people,
with many still thinking that FDR simply issued "paper money". Many of them still believe
that this wave of paper money must collapse back down to gold as all previous waves
have.

The failure to shift the currency basis under Wilson, along with the failure to create policy
mechanisms which would allow for the regulation and stimulation of the economy - mark
the difference between the reformist liberalism of Wilson, which was intended to put the
Union back on a firm export footing, under laissez-faire capitalism - and the modern
liberalism which FDR implemented. The recognition that there were large sections of the
economy beyond the reach of competition and the market, which had to be balanced
against a government sector which would equalize the distorting forces of military
preparation and pooling of liquidity - are at the core of the new political order.

But to have such far reaching powers required a new basis for legitimacy: the government
had to promise not to abuse the powers which it had been given. Thus a need for
legitimacy beyond mere majoritarian rule. The Union had declared majoritarian
principles, and then used corrupt voting schemes to enforce long term policy stability.
Most of the country, in 1890, voted in elections where the outcome for one party or
another, was all but forgone.

The new system first created a theory of checks and balances, and also a theory of
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government responsibility. Powerful mechanisms would not be abused, if the public itself
was responsible for the outcome. A failure of political or economic will, would translate
into an outcome for which the whole of the public would be responsible. The monetary
basis shift - from fiat to assets - is the first example of this.

By the end of Hoover's tenure, any connection between the real gold on hand, and the
currency, was tenuous at best. In effect, the First World War had sent the governments of
Europe and the Americas away from the gold standard, and towards "fiat money". Money
which is in balance solely based on the government's discipline not to print too much or
too little. Unlike specie based systems, the total money in circulation in a fiat money
system can both hyper-inflate - and it can also fall. This ability for the total real money
basis to fall is what made the Great Depression spiral. With each deflationary step, policy
makers though they were closer to relinking the currency to gold, and therefore allowed
the deflationary step, simply because it would aid in the quest to end "fiat" money.
Everyone knew that the monetary system was broken, and everyone hoped they would
get out of it before there was an economic catastrophe.

The solution, however, was not more deflation, but to link currency to another basis,
which would regulate money supply. This solution, is asset based money.

Asset money differs from fiat money, and it does so in crucial ways. In fiat money, the
supply of currency is under the control of the agency which creates it: someone prints
money, and they print as much of it, or as little of it, as they feel is beneficial to their own
policy. The money supply is not related to the currency supply directly: the printing
agency prints what it wants, spends it, and whatever happens to inflation from
oversupply of money is beyond its power or concern, if there is deflation, that is, equally,
not its responsibility to correct. Asset money removes the direct link between printing
and spending, the government prints money, loans it to the economy.

If assets become nonperforming - that is, if it prints too much money for the asset base - it
must pay for the defaults that result. It must also go to the asset economy for "permission"
to spend by selling bonds. In other words, overprinting can generate short term inflation,
and the government receives a short term advantage, but then it must raise interest rates
to get more money to spend, or it must pay for the consequences of default. Under fiat
money the printing authority has no check on its ability to create money. Under various
"hard" money schemes, some external yardstick is set, and the government is measured
against it. But the new model of the monetary system, in development, but codified by the
FDIC, was that  the economy itself was the basis for the money supply. The bond market,
in effect, was the first check on the authority of the government, and the second was the
supply and demand for money itself: rather than merely being a supplier of liquidity, the
government became part of liquidity demand, and if it oversupplied the market, or
undersupplied it, government itself would end up footing the bill. In effect, the solution to
fiat money was to create hazard for the government, by forcing it to back the money it
printed.

FDR himself had not seen the importance of this aspect – which tied the government to
the banking system. However, he would rapidly see the second part: social insurance,
which tied the government to the basic health of the economy. By setting a burden on the
government which had to be met, he made the devil-may-care attitude of allowing
depressions impossible, because such a depression would almost immediately force the
government into deficit on its social insurance obligations.

As with the previous constitutional orders, the new order enacted its monetary program
to solve basic problems, and came with it a dramatically expanded conception of the
intrinsic nature of rights. People had a right to live with dignity, they had a right to expect
a place in society. Politically, this meant that the pain of required economic program was
balanced by the gain of a greater share of rights and inclusion.
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But what made the New Deal work, was that it created a constitutional lens based on the
idea of accountability, and on the practical method of creating "checks and balances".
Labor law being an example, Unions were altered, and given legal and institutional status,
through the Wagner act and legislation that followed, to act as a check on corporations
and management, shareholders - repeatedly shorn of rights by the late Union - were put
back as the fundamental individuals who corporate law should protect. The book Modern
Corporation and Private Property by two FDR advisors Berle and Means would provide
the blueprint for the SEC and its attendant changes.

The theory of checks and balances worked because of the overwhelming consensus to act.
While individuals could, and did, block actions based on their formal prerogatives, the
demand to do something placed a sharp limit on how long "obstructionism" could go on.
The political process became about obstructing as long as could be managed, in return for
a consensus deal with pressure to act became too strong.

The Liberal Democracy was beset by its Democratist revolt beginning with the civil rights
era - and as with the previous two Republics, its own ideology was the basic engine. The
Federalist Republic declared "We, The People", and then was surprised when the people
wanted to vote. The Union declared government of the people, by the people and for the
people, and then was shocked when they wanted it. The Liberal Democracy declared the
Four Freedoms, and then was faced with the turbulence of their being used.

The Civil Rights movement, however, was only one part of the Democratizing arc - the
rights arm of it. The other arm was the decentralization of money. In each Republic, the
Democratist moment has both monetary and civil components. When they are aligned, the
Democratist revolt is obviously visible - as it was with the American Revolution, and with
the Jacksonian Revolt. When they are not aligned, they political landscape is less clear.

In the case of the turbulence of the 1960's and 1970's - the linkage to the monetary
change is remote, and hence most do not realize that Richard Nixon's economic program
of 1969-1973 was, in effect, the same as the removal of the Bank of the United States
under Jackson, or the colonies overthrowing the British Currency system and printing
their own money.

In 1968, the Liberal consensus, which had governed since 1933 began its fall, to some
extent its own poor decisions can be blamed, to some extent poor luck, and to some extent
a more general failure of a society to understand that while old limits had been
superseded, new limits were about to be imposed. The specter of famine, pandemic and
catastrophic failure of economic system had been put aside - many of the long demons of
human history seemed beaten, or in retreat.

The new restriction was, paradoxically, a result of American success. American
leadership and fiscal discipline had not only overcome the problem of a paper money
system - which had plagued political economy for centuries - but a host of other
limitations. A society which had beaten famine, pandemic and was on its way to beating
poverty, could look forward to defeating war and other great constants of human misery.
It was an age where putting a man on the moon was a symbol of liberation from that which
had held human behavior in check.

But the invisible hand of the market, and of nature, was about to put pressure on the
society in ways which would not be understood at the time, and are only now becoming
understood with 30 years of hindsight.

In 1959 President Dwight David Eisenhower put controls on oil imports - his two terms
had been filled with a growing obsession with both increasing mobility, such as the
interstate highway system and growth of commercial aviation, and with ways of finding
sufficient oil to fuel the westward and upward expansion of the American economy.
Eisenhower well remembered General Wavell's warning "it is about oil, ships and planes.
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Oil runs modern warfare, ships move the oil, planes defend the ships, and they both need
oil. Since we have the oil, the planes and the ships, we cannot help but win eventually." He
remembered that the Nazi war machine had been aimed at Russia for both "living room"
and, as importantly, oil. It was the strangulation of oil which had caused the Japanese to
decide to attack the US and Britain in World War II. Oil, everyone recognized, was the
bottleneck commodity in modern society.

The placing of controls lead to increased focus on US based production, and it placed a
strong limit on growth - growth had to be matched by greater efficiency. But the invisible
hand began to work: if importing oil here to make plastic wasn't possible, then buy plastic
from someplace else, which imported the oil. Free trade means that simple export and
import controls may function for a time, but what they really encourage is to create
capital someplace else, and then import the restricted good in a "hidden" fashion. The
Japanese export growth of the 1960's was, to no small extent, based on the marginal
advantage in oil this created. Which was not, in itself, damaging, but it was a sign of the
limits that controls have. In short - commodities are fungible, and free movement of good
implies free movement of all commodities.

The post war economic order was based on a system known as "Bretton Woods" after the
small resort town which hosted the negotiations. With the grey eminence of John
Maynard Keynes guiding ideas, and the preferences of the American Treasury
Department as the framework, Bretton Woods, effectively, created a single unified
currency in the developed world, with the penalty being the equalization in gold.
Basically, everything was pegged to the dollar, which was pegged to gold. The weakness in
the system was that gold itself was fixed. This created a powerful incentive to cheat and
speculate against the dollar. At first, there was no productive way to do this, but as the
industrial base continued to grow, the pressure on the dollar versus gold became greater
and greater.

In itself there were mechanisms to deal with this, a gradual semi-floating policy against
gold could have eased the pressure - the US could gradually have raised the price of gold
relative to the dollar. Leaving it in place created a gradually increasing problem - the
dollar was overvalued unless the US could continue generating new assets. Let me explain
this: the US Dollar is not based on raw materials. Nor is it based on "fiat", instead, the US
dollar is based on two things: first, on the assets which banks have loaned money to
create, or people have borrowed against - and on the connection between the value of the
dollar and the government. The US government had an incentive not to print too much
money, because the ultimate result would be that the Government itself would have to bail
out the banks in the event of hyperinflation, nor would it print too little, because again, it
would have to bail out the banks in the event of sustained deflation. The supply of dollars
was disciplined then by two pressures - the ability of foreign nations to draw gold from the
US in the event the dollar became overvalued, and the internal pressure that the entire
banking system was, effectively, insured by the government.

The standard theory of the late 1960's is that the "Vietnam War" caused the US to print
too many dollars to pay for the war, and that this caused a persistent gap in the budget
and current accounts deficits, and poor Richard Nixon just did what he could to clean up
the mess. Looking at actual deficit figures, however, shows that this is not the case: only
in the last year of LBJ's term did deficits move upward - when he was making an all out
attempt to win the war. And even then, the percentage of GDP that Vietnam cost was not
high. Certainly Vietnam was a contributing factor, but that it was not the factor can be
shown by two simple contradicting facts. First, Nixon expanded the war, and that means
that if it was LBJ's expansionary policy from Vietnam which was the problem, then Nixon
should have met with disaster in his first, rather than second, term. Second, Nixon ended
the import quotas on Oil in 1971 - if Vietnam were the source of the inflationary pressure,
then he could have merely exempted the government from oil restrictions, and found
ways of forcing defense contractors and defense personnel to reinvest money gained from
wartime profits.
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The American economy was booming based on this twin problem: the dollar was
overvalued, and oil was undervalued. Buildings such as the original World Trade Center,
jets such as the original 747 jumbo jet, and the increasing mobility of America - such as
the growth of sprawl - show that expansion was expanding the demand for oil
dramatically.

What happened in 1971 was crucial - the US both closed the "gold window" effectively
signing the death warrant to Bretton Woods, and opened importation of oil. This shows
where the real inflationary pressure was coming from - as does the increasing current
account deficits in the first two years of Nixon's term in office: consumption. The dramatic
increasing of the consumption base, bringing people out of the poverty zone and into the
mainstream economy created demand, demand that became demand for oil. While it
might be useful to talk about theories such as "Estimate of Ultimately Recoverable Oil"
here, it isn't really essential: at that moment, oil production in America had reached a
peak, and the pressure to import to keep the expansion going was there.

In short, Nixon, by floating the currency closed the central bank under the control or
governments, and allowed a new one to come into being: OPEC. OPEC acted as a central
bank to break Western economies when they grew too quickly.

The Liberal Democracy's great challenge then, in the economic sphere became to create a
banking system where the value of currency floated, and aid in the creation of a global
system where by currencies could float against each other without creating wild
gyrations. Just as the crash of 1929 marked the point where the financial system built in
the wake of the Civil War no longer had the power to withstand the storms that its
existence created, so too did the global financial crisis of 1998 marked the limit of a
Federal Reserve system to balance international and national demands. On one hand, the
dollar was, effectively, the new gold standard. To ease the global financial crisis, it was
necessary to flood the world with dollars. But that liquidity shows up in the US first.
 When liquidity was restrained, this meant seemingly miraculous growth, however, a flood
of easy dollars in 1998 lead to a bubble in equity values. The collapse of that bubble is still
reverberating through the world economy.

The two arcs - of floating currencies and civil rights - became contending, almost
irreconcilable poles. It became entirely possible to be "liberal" on one poll, while being
radically "conservative" on the other. This "two axis" political spectrum became engrained
in people's thinking and in the commentary. Almost everyone accepted that there were
"social liberals" and "economic liberals" - or that the Republican Party was a coalition of
"Social Conservatives" with "economic conservatives".

This, in fact, was not the case. Instead, the Republican party was a core of ideology of
decentralization of control of money - and, at the same time a rigidity of social rules and
position to control the effects of it. This is not a contradiction, but instead the result of a
growing conflict between two wings of the American Middle Class. The politics of the late
Liberal Democracy was, in effect, a long civil war between the wing of the middle class tied
to the high growth sectors of the economy, and the middle class that was not.  The
Republican Party, realizing early that their base was the low cost middle class and
working class, consolidate power first on the Presidential level, and then on the state
level, and finally on the Congressional level.

By 2000 the polarization was nearly complete - the Democrats won almost ally of the high
growth areas of the country, and the Republicans almost all of the low cost areas of the
country.

The correct lens to see the late Liberal Democracy through is a populist party of
decentralization - the Republicans - who were an alliance between the rentier class and
the unorganized working class, while the Democrats, analogous to the Whigs of the run up
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to the civil war, were in favor of a more restrained policy in both foreign affairs and
monetary activity.

However, such a cohabitation had a natural limit - namely that the Republican economy
did not work, and had to constantly borrow from the future. When the limit of that
borrowing was reached, the Third Republic had to die.

As it is now doing.

V. Welcome to the Freeple’s Republic

“Different interests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens. If a majority be united
by a common interest, the rights of the minority will be insecure.”

James Madison Federalist Number 51, 1788

The reactionary order always takes power first, and it’s objective is to direct all future
economic effort to maintaining the current value of assets. That assets require economic
activity to maintain is not generally something people think of. But ask yourself what
value a car would be without repairs – or gasoline. The cost of maintaining old economic
relationships is the cost of rent.

The reason the reactionary order comes first is rather simple: those who benefit from it,
whose assets are in danger of evaporating, know who they are. They can see that if the
proportion of economic activity devoted to their assets drops, so too does the “wealth”
stored up on them.

The most obvious case is the Federalist Republic: namely, in order to store value in slaves,
the land available to expand into had to have no limit. Slaves keep up with the economy
by increasing in number, which means more land for the slave economy. Each of the
major crisis points in the Federalist Republic was over the extension of slavery, and the
protection of it, not over the existence of slavery itself. Even Lincoln in 1860 was willing
to allow slavery to continue where it existed, and said so even as he took office while
Southern states were leaving the Union.

However, the same applies to the case of the Union – where those holding gold backed
dollars wanted to keep the nation on gold, at any cost, since they knew that gold
maintained value by not increasing in amount as fast as people do. The amount of gold,
per person, goes down every year, and therefore in a world where economic activity is
money based on gold, gold is power.

The Third Republic, the Liberal Democracy, has collapsed over exactly the same problem:
the basis of money is linked to a particular asset, the holders of that asset need economic
growth to be directed at maintaining that asset. In the present case, that asset is land, and
the economic acitivity needed to protect land is energy, and particularly oil. If gasoline
were far mor expensive, both distant affluent suburbs, and exurban areas would be less
economically viable. Their land values would drop.

As noted in the Liberal Democracy, money is now based on the market value of land. But
this as created a vicious cycle: land value goes up with sprawl beyond the cities, this
allows more money to be printed, which is used to buy oil. But the sprawl requires that
that oil be burned to keep the land value. The same economic hole that the South had –
that it exported cotton to gain the money needed to keep the cotton economy valuable,
and therefore they were running in place – has hit the exurban areas of the American
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economy. The more “wealth” they generate, the more of the export capacity of the US
must be devoted to keeping that “wealth” valuable.

That this is a constitutional moment was grasped by Karl Rove early, and was appearant
when the first drafts of this work were created in 2001. That the energy deficit and the
collapse of the dollar basis was at the root of the problem was then clear. At this point the
outlines of the reactionary monetary system are now clear.

First, in order to make exurban areas economically viable there are three important roads
of subsidy. The first is that energy prices for them be subsidized. The second is that
resource prices, for agricultural and mining goods, rise dramatically. The third is that
there must be a flow of dollars from the Federal government to prop up the rest of the
exurban economy. This means devaluing the dollar to overheat the American and world
economy, so that demand for goods outstrips capital improvements in producing them.

Second, in order to prop up capital prices, which otherwise would plummet under the
higher resource prices – after all, what GM pays for steel, is not profit for GM, and
therefore not return on GM’s capital – labor must remain flat, as it has for nearly two
decades, but, as with Japan, there must be a forced saving system where money is poured
into stocks to keep them afloat as long as possible. This means the ending of “social
security” and instead mandated individual pension system and massive borrowing to
convert it.

Third, it requires some means of producing “growth without development” – and ways of
preventing city dwellers from expanding outwards. This is the conception of God in the
reactionary state – a way of making it clear that exurbia is hostile to people with
cosmopolitan tastes and life styles.

The basis of any constitutional order is then satisified: there is a money system based on
conquest of oil rich regions, which is funneled to exurban areas in the form of a military
budget. There is a conception of meaning, including a God figure who is the military
patriarch and god of battle.

But central to any constitutional order is the creation of a political theory, and this too
has been created: namely, the tyranny of the majority. The economic plan is to force all of
the economic activity of the society to benefit a bare majority. That this was a road that
could be taken in a constitutional republic was well known to the authors of the
Constitution of 1787:

"If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men,
neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In forming a
government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this:
you must first enable government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige it
to control itself."

As Madison illuminated the problem in the Federalis number 51, there was the constant
danger of a transient political majority voting a subsidy out of the whole of the public
treasury. While the founding fathers were specifically worried about the poor, there is no
theoretical reason that it must be the poor who vote themselves the subsidy. Indeed
Machiavelli warned would be princes that the rich wanted to despoil the poor, as much as
the poor wanted to despoil the rich. Madison was aware of the role of interests:

“A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on the government; but
experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions. This policy of
supplying, by opposite and rival interests, the defect of better motives, might be traced
through the whole system of human affairs, private as well as public. We see it
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particularly displayed in all the subordinate distributions of power, where the constant
aim is to divide and arrange the several offices in such a manner as that each may be a
check on the other that the private interest of every individual may be a sentinel over the
public rights.”

In short, only by multiplying interests is it possible to maintain liberty. However, a
constitutional crisis occurs when all interests become constrained through a single
channel: through access to one pool of future growth. It is as this point that “interest” no
longer competes against “interest”, but the government breaks into two factions. One
seeking to pour all growth in to wealth preservation, the other, not always aware of it
directly, dependent on wealth creation.

Thus the constitutional crisis is when there is a collapse of growth, and the remaining
growth must be apportioned wholly in one direction or another. The cycle of constitutional
crisis is not created by the final financial crisis: the inflation of the late 1780’s, the
financial panic of the late 1850’s, the Crash of 1929, and the Crash of 2000-2002 did not
create the internal tension. In each case the divisions between the different groups was
clearly visible well before the constitutional crisis. There had been a hardening of lines for
years, if not decades before.

The crisis arrives when the compromise of dividing future growth fails – the financial
collapse is driven by the same problem that created the division in the first place. The
original constitutional agreement assured certain groups, at least in their own minds, a
permanent share of the wealth, not protection of the nominal value, but a protection of the
percentage of all wealth. The monetary system is structured to allow both economic
development, and preservation of previous wealth. The political conflicts played out
within this constitutional system reflect shifting alliances, as different groups compete for
access to the increase in the society.

But as time passes, the number of people who need future economic activity to maintain
the value of their money grows. And when this polarizes around the access to a single
source of value: silver, land, gold or oil – the stage is set for a failure of the division of
powers theory. Indeed, Madison warns of this as the point of danger.

Typically in the run up to this point, one side wishes nothing but compromise, sure that at
some “reasonable” division of the future gains, there will be peace. But the reactionary
side is not interested in “dividing” some future supply of growth, but in establishing a
revenue stream of a fixed size, even if that fixed size is larger than the total growth
available. This fundamental paradigmatic mismatch – one side bargaining for a division of
what is, the other for a fixed rental income – is rooted in the fundamentally different
world views of the two groups. The party of compromise attracts more and more
compromisers to it, until it is difficult to distinguish from the other party at all. It is only
when the reactionary government takes power, imposes its new  monetary system, and
there is widespread economic hardship does the constitutionalist view find political will.

Constitutionalism, prior to this moment, is seen as dangerous extremism: the first
“Constitutional Convention” met, and decided the moment wasn’t ripe for a new
Constitution, and agreed only to meet again. The party of constitutionalism in the civil
war period and after, the Republican Party, was a new construct which ceased to support
the incumbent Whig President. The “reformers” of FDR were not, until virtually the
moment that FDR won the nomination, the mainstream of the Democratic Party.

The Freeple’s Republic then must maintain a bare majority – whether through fraud and
vote suppression as a last resort, or, more commonly, through bribing particular groups of
the industrial laboring class with protectionist measures for their particular products,
and by protectionism for agricultural products. Protectionism rises in the US a those
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moments when one group has defacto protection, and there becomes a general cry to give
everyone the same kind of protection that others face.

One might think that the antebellum south, with its support for low tariffs is an exception:
but this is only so they could sell cotton abroad, and so that they could import goods from
England or from “the North” which was functionally a separate economy. In the are of
importing slaves or importing labor, the South was highly protectionist, as was the
“nativist” run of Millard Fillmore in the last election that the Whigs fielded a national
candidate.

In short, selective protectionism, is a feature of the final stages of a constitutional order,
whether the Perot run in 1992 and 1996, or the Smoot-Hawley bill.

The Freeple’s Republic will then use social issues to restrain people from leaving the
cities: that is, make it so that people will accept economic disadvantages imposed by the
government, because they cannot live outside of the urban areas – and it will use
protectionism and misallocation of resources to keep a political majority that is protecting
their land value, and old economic arrangements.

The mandate is to protect land, the meaning is to have a nationalist struggle to secure the
jugular vein of oil, and the monetary system will be based on a vastly devalued dollar
which is a fiat currency. And that is precisely why the previous reactionary orders failed:
they converted asset currencies into fiat currencies, hoping to reconvert to a solid
currency basis “after the short term economic crisis has passed”. But the whole point of
an asset currency is to force adjustment during economic crisis, not to act as a counter
during periods of equilibrium. Fiat currencies work in periods of equilibrium as well.

VI. The Constitution as Charter: The Fourth Republic

I set out on this ground, which I suppose to be self evident, “that the earth belongs in
usufruct to the living:” that the dead have neither powers nor rights over it.

Thomas Jefferson,  Letter to James Madison,1789

The Fourth American Republic could well be the reactionary order described above, it will
create a japanified society, where labor is flat, the young are under tremendous economic
disadvantages, forced to save to pay for their parents consumption, and where sprawl is
used to generate enough GDP to maintain the nominal, though not currency real, value of
equities.

But in all likelihood it will not work. The range of individuals who have pointed out flaws
in the reactionary economic program is quite large: from Paul Krugman’s analysis that
points to a  possible further currency meltdown for the United States, which has been
seconded by former Fed Chairman Paul Volcker and Former Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin – to retired General Wesley Kanne Clark’s analysis that the United States cannot
maintain military superiority without a technological economy to produce the weapons
and personnel that give the US the advantage necessary to occupy foreign countries. In
short, in order to get the oil the Freeple’s Republic needs, it has to pulverize the economy
that creates the military that allows them to take the oil in the first place. While a country
can, for a time, remain ahead in weapons and only weapons, this period is generally short,
and comes to an end when radically new warfare modes become available. It was the fate
of the British Empire, which lost its technological superiority over the 1900-1950 period,
the rapid fate of Nazi Germany, whose racial policies drove out many of the Jewish
scientists on which Germany’s technological advantage rested. It also was the fate of the
France of Louis XIV, which lost technological superiority when it drove out its Protestant
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minority, and the fate of the Austrian Empire, which lost the six weeks war because it had
the best obsolescent army one could buy.

The basic reason it will not work is the same reason that the previous economic orders
failed, and it is a topic that has only been hinted at in previous sections. Namely, the
reactionary economy views the entire world through the lens of internal economic
relationships inside the United States. It thinks of the world in terms of who is up and who
is down only inside the national economy itself. What it has, each time, failed to
understand, is these relationships produce a particular pattern of importing and
exporting to the outside. When a state is pouring all of its economic resources in
protecting old economic relationships, it is, of necessity, maintaining old economic
production. It cannot compete in the rest of the world, because the rest of the world is not
locked into the US economy.

The reactionary order, in otherwords, by destroying capital growth, destroys the ability to
export. In its own mind, it thinks that if it can merely find a way to “dump” American
products – whether by devaluation, protectionism or lowering wage costs sufficiently –
then it will gain enough foreign currency to import what it needs.

However, the very act of doing so destroys the ability to export, and leads to falling behind
the capital development in the rest of the world. This leads to a very rapid equalization:
either the rest of the world cannot afford to buy what the US sells, because the US has
drained the specie out of its trading partners, or the US can only sell low value added
resources – such as cotton – which can be produced with a rental driven economy.

The more likely future is a political explosion on the part of those who sell labor in the
capital economy. In each previous instance of constitutional change in America, the
eventual winning coalition has tied capital laborers to the borrowing capital class. As one
wag remarked about Hamilton: “he started a bank, not because he had money to lend, but
because he needed money to borrow.”

The capital borrowing class is that group of capitalists which has technology, but not yet
social organization or funds. With all funds being allocated to the propping up of the old
value system, they are locked out of the rapid growth that they could enjoy – if only
expansion of capital were made into the national project.

The new constitutional order must find a way to marry these two groups together through
some cultural and monetary means which both understand. Without this political alliance,
it is easy to divide them based on targeted political bribes sufficient to maintain a
temporary majority.

There are two ironies which should not be lost on any reader. The first, of course is that
which ever group of capital borrowers is part of the constitutional alliance, they will,
within a generation, become “The Powers that Be”, and will, in due course become part of
the reactionary coalition, whether those who benefited from agrarian expansion under
the Federalist Republic, the Railroads under the Union, or the Media under the Liberal
Democracy. The second irony is that the area that must generate the ultimate expansion
is often agreed on by all sides. The Federalist Republic coming to blows over who could
settle the Great Plains is an obvious caes, but a less obvious one, as documented by Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. in The Crisis of the Old Order is the negotiation between Hoover and FDR
in the months between the election victory for Roosevelt, and the March inauguration
date.

Hoover believed that the economic crisis was global, and therefore economic growth
would come from solving the European monetary crisis. In terms of what he actually
wished to do in relationship to Europe, he was remarkably close to the incoming
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administration, indeed, Hoover’s own Secretary of State felt he was being “Secretary to
two Presidents at once.” That the European economic crisis would resolve the American
one was correct: eventually it would require a World War and a massive re-
industrialization plan to do this. The point of dispute was on what terms the economic
binding of the world to the United States would occur. For Hoover, the profits had to flow
to owners of corporations and in the form of gold, and with a protected US economy
behind a high tariff. For FDR, gold was a metal for international account, but the internal
US economy had to be reformed before it would be possible to exploit growing world
markets through Free Trade.

In the present, there is broad agreement on what must be done: since the value in the US
economy rests on the energy driven transportation grid, the challenge is to move from a
rental energy economy – where the primary cost of energy is digging it up and protecting
the ground we dig it up from – to a capital energy economy. From a system where cars
have power-plants that burn energy, to a system where they have stored energy.  The
reactionary forces are willing to have this change over occur, so long it is on terms which
preserve their share of total wealth, and their place in the social order. Just as the slave
states were happy to have Nebraska settled, by slave owners.

It is when there is a coalition for capital energy as a means of growth, that there will be an
effective political opposition. The groups that are most involved in capital energy have
been the hardest hit by current economic stagnation: computers and capital energy
development are virtually at a stand still, while energy consuming sectors, home building
and autos, have been allowed to thrive.

This pattern, where capital sectors, initially, identify with rentiers, since they gain their
income by renting money to others, is not unusual. The “Progressives” were often
Republicans such as Henry Wallace, Hiram Johnson, Theodore Roosevelt, and Robert
LaFollette. And they refuse to believe, at first, that economic conditions will not improve,
and they will be prosperous again. It is only when it becomes clear that their future
growth has been apportioned to others that they become constitutionalists. It is only when
the realize that far from government action preventing growth, government action will
drive growth, that they become a party of government.

In the present, consider the interesting situation that, absent borrowing, almost all of the
real productivity growth is coming from improvements in computer technology – and yet
profits are going to such lower productivity enterprises as WalMart, whose improvements
in productivity come from lowering labor costs, not improving capital. It is only when
those involved in technology as a sector realize that they are producing virtually all of the
improvements in real productivity, while not seeing the gains, that they will realize that
they are not part of those who charge rent, but those who are being rented to others.

This realization is much clearer to those who are currently involved in the project to take
Iraq and establish Iraq as a place where the dying oil extraction industry in America can
plant itself in more fertile sand. They understand that they did not volunteer for a war of
conquest, and while loyal to their service and to the military in general, their discontent is
reaching higher and higher proportions.

But the lesson of 1787, 1860 and 1932 is that no amount of economic failure, political
grumbling, or discontent can create a positive constitutional coalition. Constitutional
coalitions are, by definition, positive acts. The reactionaries can simply be “negative”
capital labor, and promise that they will do whatever is necessary to maintain old systems
of value. They can reinterpret the Constitution as an iron clad guarantee of maintenance
of wealth, and do so from an emotional appeal. After all, government protecting property
is a basic function, and therefore it is not a stretch to say that it should protect property
from implicit as well as explicit risks.
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This means that the emergence of a new Republic in the United States is contingent on the
creation of a class of people willing to take power, and willing to enunciate a
fundamentally different relationship between individual and constitution. The Federalist
Republic had a contract, the Union a covenant, and the Liberal Democracy a consensus.
There is only one reactionary order: constitution as corruption: a means for cutting
whatever deals are needed to hold on to wealth.

The Fourth Republic must have a different sense of the meaning of the constitution,
namely, it must see the Constitution in the same way that the English see the Magna
Carta: as a fundamental charter of liberty, rather than an enumeration of particular
liberties, the beginning of a quest for every greater personal dignity and achievement. No
Englishman would want to have the “trial by ones peers” that Magna Carta assured.

However the basic assurance, that liberties once won cannot be revoked, is the
fundamental basis of any charter. Charters adapt over time, because they create, not a
feudal grant of a particular right, but the creation of an ongoing space of public liberty
which is to be negotiated based on the meaning of that time. The idea of constitution as a
charter of liberties was invoked by those who sought a “Bill of Rights” as an amendment to
the Constitution of 1787, and as importantly by Jefferson.

The limitation on the reactionary order is that it is economically dysfunctional, however
greater its temporary political wizardry is. The limitation of the new Constitutional order
is always that it organizes second, and is against a radicalized opposition. It must accept,
therefore, that its ways of compromise are a thing of the past, and that it must, in turn,
root itself in an unmoving principle, one which was enunciated at the birth of the
Constitutional order: that the living must not work for the dead.


